Summary of Comments on Untitled Document

Page: 8

Sequence number: 1
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/27/2003 9:02:11 PM
Type: Note
  Why remove "layer" here?

Page: 11

Sequence number: 1
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/27/2003 9:00:58 PM
Type: Note
  "a call of non-context" should be "a call of a non-context".

Sequence number: 2
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/27/2003 9:03:33 PM
Type: Note
  "external functions" should be "imported functions"

Sequence number: 3
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/27/2003 9:03:46 PM
Type: Note
  "Context functions" should be "Context imported functions"

Page: 12

Sequence number: 1
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/27/2003 9:05:20 PM
Type: Note
  Wouldn't it be safe to say "imported or exported" rather than just "imported"?

Sequence number: 2
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/27/2003 9:05:33 PM
Type: Note
  "external declarations" should be "import declarations"

Page: 14

Sequence number: 1
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/27/2003 9:06:56 PM
Type: Note
  This sounds repetitive, even though it's not. How about a little word-smithing here by the LRM editor fellow?
"Arguments passing" should be "Argument passing".

"a unction" should be "a function"

"a foreign code" should be "foreign code"

Need a period to end this sentence.

"an non-context" should be "a non-context"

"have arbitrary" should be "have an arbitrary"

Please remove this mention of "sv_handle". We changed that to svOpenArrayHandle.

same.
Please format this indentation a little more nicely.

The comments do look better, in spite of your editorial preface!
Remember to close them off, and remember to start them with a blank line, like this:

    /*
    * block comment
    * goes here
    */

Or if you don't like that precisely, please at least close off the comments with trailing */.

The example numbers down here need to be incremented, since a previous example now exists in section A.8.

The functions down here in the include files section need to be updated with the new material in section A.8.